SIRIUS BASIS PRODUCTS

Intelligent Fleet
with Sirius Basis
A robust bottom line with Sirius

Sirius is a unique tool that can help you improve your bottom
line with precise GPS data 24 / 7 for all your vehicles. This will
help you reduce a number of administration tasks across your
business.
Everything is linked together in a stable system, which gives
you a clear view of your fleet on your PC or Smartphone. A
simple click of the mouse gives you access to useful informa
tion that can be used for billing and other documentation.

YOUR BENEFITS:
Control your fleet and its current utilisation.

> See where your fleet is in real time and dispatch the
closest vehicle to a customer with a realistic ETA.
> Replay the driven routes for future planning and
optimisation.
> Find out when and where your fleet has been active.
> Track time spent at each customer and bill accordingly.
> See how your vehicle is being treated on a daily basis.
> Trace your stolen vehicle immediately.
> Vehicles are tracked all over the EU + Norway.

Easy access to data that will simplify your
administration

> Define zones and pull data from vehicles which have been
in a geographic zone within a given time frame. For example
this would give invoicing data for large construction
projects with lots of vehicles on and off building sites.
> Connect crane sensors, PTOs, door sensors and anything
else that will document the use of equipment with both
time and GPS positioning stamps.
> Use Sirius to prove vehicle speed, accurate time stamps for
delivery, arrival and time spent at each location. This is also
an excellent way to confidently confirm or deny customer
claims.

Foster colleague accountability and
self-discipline among the drivers

> Se a clear reduction in unauthorised driving.
> Increased awareness around vehicle idling and vehicle
speed.
> Increased awareness of contract fulfilment and customer
satisfaction.

A stable and forward thinking solution

> After implementation the equipment is updated remotely.
> Sirius has a 99% uptime.
> The subscription includes fixed rate data traffic irrespective
of your geographical location.
> Sirius can be upgraded to include driver profiling, the key to
enabling further fuel saving measures.

> Pull reports on utilised routes, customer stops and time
stamps for simple and accurate customer invoicing.

Increased
safety for y
our
employees

Define geographic zones and pull data on
all your vehicles movements and stops.
This is essential for documentation and
invoicing.

Dispatch the closest vehicle to a task or
use the system to inform your customer
when they can expect you.
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Your vehicle data are made readily
available and your invoicing is made
easier.
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